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Reaching to the Sþ

I am a daffodil, sprouting from the earth.

I am a daffodil, enchanted is my birth.
I am a daffodil, reaching to the sþ.
I capture the rain, take from the soil,

and give life to lands gone to spoil.
I stand immobile feeling time before I die.

I watch as people pass me by.
I see their smiling faces when they look at me.

I've heard my cheerfrrl beauty brings them glee.

But I am at their mercy.

For I cannot move, I have no chance to flee.

I am a daffodil, reaching to the sþ
I am a daffodil, dreaming to fly.

Claudia Larrow
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Long Ago Forgotten Dreams

The house is in a quiet town on Cape Cod. It's a typical Cape Cod house,
with weathered shingles and white trim. By the front step is a large seashell, a
frozen flower in time. The driveway is paved, but it's in desperate need of repair.
Little shoots of grass poke through the ciacks, driving their roots deep. The lawn is
overgrown and choked with dune grass. A veritable jungle stretches over the vast
yard. The garage matches the house with the same tired shingles and peeling paint.
It seems to be one of the few structures to withstand the arms of the grass. The
garden sits next to the garage and was once bountiful with ripe tomatoes and
frasrant flowers. Now withered stalks and brittle flowers litter the space
suñounded_by a fence. The knee-high fence sags 

^under 
its own weig'ht and is held

together only by pieces of twine and stray kinks of wre.- A large hedge surrounds the entire yard. Long ago, it received its last
trim, and it is pãst dué for another. Straggly items andbranches reach out, striving
against something that isn't there and hgþting for a thing that will never be. A
small indentation in the hedge is all that's left of a path that led to a clearing
sunounded by tiny soldiers õf berry bushes. In the past, armies ofblackberries,
raspberries and póison berries stabóed with miniatuie báyonets if an intruder tried
to sieal one delectable fruit. Long ago, those soldiers weie put to rest by a bulldozer
clearing the wood for a new development. Now their bodies have decomposed and
enrich the earth, perhaps for a new army to arise from their fall.

Long á!o, thê old weathered deck lost its ability to repel water. Rain used
to bead in shiñy jewels on its smooth surface. Now the warped wood leans against
the house, barely able to support its own weight. Long ago, the cracked cellar doors
were awarded a new coat ofpaint, but never since and nowhere again in the near
future. Long ago, the back sõreen door ceased to shut tight and the heavy wooden
door has beèn shut ever since. Inside the door a threadbare rug is so thin, that the
grain of the wooden floor beneath it can be seen. Many feet had trampled it to that
èxalted position. An old couch, once checkered with a-brilliant white and a glorious
red sits inside the door, now the color oftallow skin and dried blood. A small blue
stain, a faded one of ink, runs down the leg. Two worn rocking chairs sit opposite
the couch, with curved arms bolted to their laps. To the left, the kitchen can be
seen, with chipped Formica and dimpled tiles.

On thè right the den can bé seen, full ofbookshelves and dreams. The
large piano huddles in the far corner, lumped on the carpet, long ago having
submitted to the dust that covers everything like a heavy comforter. The green
carpet needed to be replaced long ago, but it still lies on the floor, like an old dog
ready to die. A darkei green sofa sits across from an equally green chair as though
engaged in conversation. Their still plush seats once held many a gossiper, but now
lie emotv. The stairs wind uoward. The third eroans.^ ' At the top of the stâirs there are two rîoms. One was painted a cheery
yellow and the othèr wallpapered blue. Both are peeling now, tlie yellow bubbiing
ând bursting like giant blisters, the blue showing the once sticþ glue. Directly
below the b-lue roõm, the master bedroom lies, fõrever quiet with white curtains and
white bed. It looks like Death's room, no color, no personalþ, no life. No one
lives here.

The bedroom doorway leads down a short hallway, through the living
room, to the back door. When the door is shut, the dust will settle again over
everything touched, on everything moved. Dreams will be forgotten again, as they
weré long ago. No one will enter, nothing will leave. The house will still squat on
the dune grass, in the same quiet town, on Cape Cod.

Cheryl Brunell

A Night

Moonlit- -Body drifts pale within its form and Dreaming,
scentless fawn, rises under the cloak ofnight
reborn to a blue world, Silent.

From expansive sþ, a lone breeze escapes --
Kitten nursing the "maternal" from a porcelain bowl,
it bows to lap at her cream skin. She is still.

She watches the eggshell wall where names and numbers are written,
watches darkness play dramatically before her open eyes,

ethereal swirling blindness,
and ignores the draft that has quietly slipped into her bed.

Agoraphobic chills cower from deep midnight
and suckle her fingertips like pacifiers.
Still, she cannot console,
cannot be mother to the apathetic whims of space.

With barely enough warmth to console herself,

she draws the blankets closer.
Thoughts flee from her extremities, replaced with blood
and condense behind the moonstone brow.

Night is growing heavier, duller.
The risen fawn gently rests its glistening black nose

to her breathing, lending strange air
and sleep is drugged
with a black vision of tidal waves.

Michele Guignon
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What is left?

She was picked from the pure patch
long before she was ripe.
The innocence was squeezed out of
her and all that was left was the rind.
The cold hard outside shell was
thrown to the ground and trampled
on by passing people.

She had no core so did not know
any other way besides roughness.

Leah Lefkowitz-Weiss
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Beaten Paths

Why is life after death such an inconceivable concept when
life is just as foreign to us? I am a traveler on the road home. I am
joined by all who inhale the gentle, warm, musþ, poignant,
invigorating gusts of life. We are not going the same way, but I'll see

you when we get there.
If you ask me directions of how to get to where you're going,

I'm afraid my finger could not possibly rectifr your lost aspiration.
I'm going this way, and I invite you to come along.

The road home is a labyrinth that will be solved by all.
There are many different solutions, and the only one that is best is the
one that each prefers.

There are those who devote their lives to work in order to
maintain their neglect of direction. There are those who choose one
route, and when they encounter an obstacle, thrash at it until they are
able to pass by and continue on their deliberate path. There are those
who sacrifice their potential to venture into strange territory so that
they may gratify their passion for their lover's sacred spirit. There are
those who claim to know what home is, and that they know how to
get there. There are those who never unravel the confusion of their
desires. I know what I want. I want them all. My only goal is to be
able to chase them down before I reach my destination.

As I decipher my route, I carry along with me a dangerous,
pondering spirit. With such a companion, one may fall victim to the
manifestation of its underlying misery. But I indulge in the intrigue.
On my way I have seen little, yet I feel as if I know it all. I am
fortunate that this sense is as artificial as my claim to a road map, for
all is inclusive of things that I desire to avoid. The beaten paths show
me nothing but questions; however, when I arrive home, I will see in
them the answer.

Greg Connolly
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What a Day!

Have you ever seen a farmer planting?
Wearing a hat made out of latanier leaves
A pair ofblack pants

She wraps halfofher pants up to her knee,
And steps into the big muddy land on a sunny day

She bends her knee and bends her back down to the ground,
Holds a bunch ofrice seeds in her left hand,
Makes a hole with her index finger at the right,
Step by step, row by row, she keeps going.
Once she is tired, she stands up.

Ouch! she says, herback hurts.
She keeps playing until that row is finished.
Finally she goes home and rests.

Waits till tomorrow to finish that land.
Until the rice is ready.

Hoa Mai

I Naomi Twery

Tender Morass

She was going to pick him up at 6:00. She had wanted to go

directly from school in order to spend as much time with him as possible,
hopefully softening the goodbye orperhapsjust savoring his company. But
he still had packing to do; he was leaving first thing in the morning and
would have no other time to do it. "It's already sad to pack all of my things;
I don't think I could stand it if you were there. Besides it's a closure that I
want to take care ofalone," he had said.

6:00.

It was 5:45 now, and she was sitting on her stairs, putting on her
shoes hesitantly and hurriedly, trying to distinguish which of these two
attitudes she felt. She told herself over and over that this would pass, that
it wasn't really as significant as it felt, but she knew that to convince herself
of this moment's insignificance would be to deceive herself.

Driving to his house, a short two or three minute drive, her mind
was stifled - layers ofsterile white piled upon her, clogging her throat and

confining her movement. Pulling into his driveway, her mind was

thrashing - it was pouring rain and the roof was leaking too fast to catch

the flood. Walking up the steps to his door, her mind was crying -screaming out for release from the confines ofthis body.

Walking in she smiled.
Most of the night was spent traveling from one place to the next

so that he could say goodbye to a few important people. So that he could
pick up a few important things. So that they could put offrealizing the
importance of his departure for a little while longer.

At7:30 they were going to meet a friend in the park so that he

and their füend could take their farewells. They left the car about a block
from the park, her door unlocked, his locked, as was their habit. Hand in
hand they walked together. Time was slow, and the black encompassing

air of waning swnmer surrounded their bare flesh and crept beneath their

,clothing, softening their bodies and their moods. Approaching the park
from the sidewalk, they stepped onto the grass and walked over to a bench.

They sat with their torsos touching. His right arm encircling her
waist, her left arm his. Her body was turned slightly toward him with her
right arm reaching across her body and resting on his. They were silent for
a long while. She shut her eyes savoring his body, and breathing his scent.

He looked down at her with soft eyes and kissed her warmly. She

kissed him and things were still as they should be. They were still
connected and in love. They found themselves laughing and flirting, saying

to each other, "I love you," and feeling secure. This was still going on
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when the friend arrived.
They stood up. His arm was around her and her body was leaning

timidly on his to greet their friend, He moved his hand to her shoulders and
she stood on her own as he stepped forward and without speaking took his
friend's hand in his. They stood there for a moment, looking at one another.

He said, "Well, I'll see you later." His friend returned, "Yeah, this is it..,,"
and they went on conversing, parting, and she stood slightly back watching
them separate.

They were standing facing each other. Their faces were darkened
and obscured. Their figures were framed by a few scattered trees in full
bloom - green, brown, and surreal against the night lit by a moon, millions
ofstars, and a few street lights. The air fluctuated between comfortable and
cool. As she watched them speaking, she mechanically busied herself with
smiling and nodding at appropriate times. Eventually he moved back to her
side and took her hand; they turned to leave.

They spent supper together. They ate frugally at a small table in a
local restaurant. The table that they were given was made of dark wood and
their chairs were fashioned to look like the thrones ofa king and queen.

They passed a pleasant meal remembering the last four months that they had
had together. They talked ofthe unusual way that they had united. They
joked of her initial reluctance. They smiled at the memory of their fust kiss,
and when he first told her that he loved her. They reminisced about their
idyllic vacation to Maine. And every time that she would begin to look
forward a couple ofhours, they would rapidly bring the conversation back to
the past and laugh and smile.

At I l:00, it was time to bring him home. The next moming would
be an early one for him. Driving to his house, a short two or three minute
drive, her heart was sinking - plummeting downward, escaping her
desperate grasping. Pulling into his driveway, her heart was crumbling -hitting the bottom and shattering as she stood above helpless and watching.

Getting out of the car and walking over to meet him in the street
just before midnight, enveloped in broken darkness, she began to cry.

He held her and willingly she leaned into him letting him support
her. Her strength and courage dispersed and she felt crazy and frightened
and sad and desperate and helpless and wishful and realistic.

And she cried.
And he held her.

Breathing in a few rapid and broken but stifled gasps, she

collected herself for a moment. Looking up at him with wet eyes, she said

almost in a whisper, "I'll miss you." It took a moment for him to reply and
when he did, his Voice was gentle and caring. The words were, "Ill miss you
too." Against her wishes, a tear eluded her trembling eye which led her into

uncontrolled grief-ridden sobs.

They stood, embraced in each other's arms. The silent night
disturbed by these two figures and tl¡e sounds pouring from her th¡oat and
chest, filled with a longing already begun. She knew, as she stood there
pressed against him as though clinging for life, that in this moment they
were being severed and she desperately longed for this moment to pass so

that this knowledge would cease to be so loud.
He moved his head and their lips touched. The subtle taste of salt

from her tears mingled with the taste of his lips and his breath as she

hypersensitively responded to his kiss.
"I wish you could stay."

"I would be staying for nothing but you."
She attempted to form her mouth into a smile. She wanted to

appear strong at least if she could not truly be strong, but she was revealed.
He lifted his hand and took her tear on his hnger. He said, "I love you, you
know." She responded with a nod and bit her lower lip.

Afler a short silence, "Good luck. I know you will do well."
They stood, their hands clasped together in front of them, their

eyes looking and glistening, the sound of their breathing in the air. They
stood like this, looking at each other, accepting this last moment,
experiencing it for what seemed a long time;

then she whispered, "Goodbye."
Another minute passed as before, and then he said, "Goodbye."

Their hands loosened and unclasped and each stood with arms at sides. He
turned slowly and moved toward his house, up his steps, and into the door.
He did not look back. She followed him with her eyes.

When the door shut, she was alone. Out of doors in the night.
She stood there and suddenly she sat down and, bent over, began to cry in
loud, wracked sobs, her face distorted in misery, her mouth open, eyes slit,
bodyjerking uncontrollably, gasping for uneven breaths, and whimpering.

Alone.
It became a word she understood.

Lindsay Deslauriers
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We Girls Had Come To Win

The bitter scent of determination fills the air.
The eyes of many become one as we look upon our rival in the distance.

Strands of hair frolic in the wind, yet such playful joys must soon come to an end.

The setting sun silhouettes athletic figures as it casts a familiar shadow across the land.
Soft lips whisper words of wisdom, and lively thoughts dissipate into dreams of victory,

Tears of laughter will be tears of glory...
For we girls have come to play.

The opponent is strong; their bodies huge

Flesh and bone stacked so high, mountains could begin to quiver,

Eyes sparkle with confidence; minds cloud with fear.

Hearts thump a competitive beat,

For those girls have come to play.

We girls come together.

Fears are shadowed in the darkness, as an eternal flame burns from within.
Mind, body and soul sound the heroic chants:
"She who has the will to win will not be beat let's go!"

"She who has the will to win will not be beat let's go!"

"She who has the will to win will not be beat let's go!"

The whistle blows; the game begins.

Adrenalized bodies full of speed and skill race for the ultimate goal.

Streaming skirts blaze in harmony, staining fears in their rival's shirts.
Shrieks ofcolliding sticks beg for mercy, yet there's none.

Inspiration and passion brings peace to the nightmare,
For we girls have come to play.

The opponent is strong; their bodies huge.

Endurance and pure brawn are no match for strength ofheart.
BANGI
Within a momenfs time,
The land is left in utter silence once again...

We girls had come to win.

Casey Hagan
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Horizons

When I was young, I used to go and see

The farm in France, so big in my small world,
And all I saw was what seemed close to me,

Like ducks and cows; swiftly my thoughts unftrled.

The boundary of my world was at the fence

Which separated real from my unknown,
But as my years increased so did my sense

That from my point of view the world had grown.

I see the sights as each to me appears,

The landscape once beyond my childish ken,
The fields and hills grow green with passing years.

My vision widens when I look again.

The distant palette of my world once white,
Is now awash in colors bold and bright.

Julia Rachlin
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A$ata AYraPetov

An Intimate Relationship

I hold you every day. Yes, when I enfold you with my
fingers, I can feel you warm within my grasp. You are soft where I
hold you: the supple leather of your grip is well-worn and not
unlike the palm of a well-used baseball glove. You are old now; I
can tell this when I look at you, for you have lost the luster ofyouth.
Your shine is tarnished; the silver ofyour surface is now a faded
grey. I am not your first owner, yet to me you are an old friend. I
know every scrape and scralch on your surface, every blemish, every
dent, and every flaw. Although you are imperfect, I still keep you.

Now that you are safely in my hand, I lift you to my face. I
can smell you faintly. Your scent is like that of a good cologne; not
pungent, but rather gentle, soft and indescribable in its complexity.
I purse my lips and breathe a soft stream of the warmest air I
possess through your curving body. The passage of my breath
within the confines of your bowels makes you purr. With the tips of
my fingers, I can feel your once cold metal relax and warm. I close
my eyes and blow. Now I have forgotten the imperfections of your
exterior; I think only of the temperature of your tepid metal against
my lips. You feel soft and exert a gentle pressure against my mouth.
I can also taste you as I lubricate the small confines of your
mouthpiece with my tongue. Your flavor seeps up to me from dark
places I cannot see. You taste of mold and kerosene. Yet this
seemingly unpleasant taste is almost comforting in its familiarity.
Now, at last, you have reached the proper temperature, I am able to
play you.

I set my lips, a warm pillow of flesh, and blow gently.
Youvibrate within my grasp and a trill runs down my spine. Ah,
the sound of the first note...? Terible. I try again, carefully
correcting my embouchure and adjusting the pressure, and we sound
better. Soon, our sounds echo triumphantly throughout the room,
and I know that now you and I are ready to play.

Nicholas Crawford
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Ahndraya Parlato

A Celtic Dream

Far on a hillside I can feel
The pulsing beat of a Celtic drum
And a hollow note of a wooden flute
That carry me away into the night
To ride upon an ageless light
Across a dark mist-shrouded plain
To far-offlands of paradise

Where legends of old become the truth
The cares oflife change to delight
And there the pleasures of the Earth
Are mine to savor on this night.
Spirited away on a musical note
Floating on a river of song
I move to rhythm, I dance to the night
Into the deep blue sþ above
Among the stars with sleepless eyes
They tell me tales of ancient days
And sing a haunting mournful note
But I drift closer to the fields
Of grasses shadowed blue and green
Dark against the dawning sþ
Where loffy trees are silhouetted
Against a sþ of blue and grey
I watch as the colours slowly appear
Out from the dawn, the rising sun
Gives back the green, the orange, the red
And glistens as silver on an Emerald moss
The mist of the moors melts into heather
As I return like a bird to its nest
A spirit to an Earthly home
Nestled in the soft green grass
Kissed softly by the mourning dew
I wake with the bright light of the dawn
A cool mournful note of a piper drifting
A sweet, sweet music to my ears.

z0
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Winter Spectacles

I reach the ridge and slowly push off.
The snow blankets my vision.
I move through a silent white world,
With my ski tips as guides.

I float over rolls of an empty plain.
Traveling on, always downward,
Entering another world of pillars.
Effortlessly I maneuver through the woods.
As I slip through the trees, my balance leaves me.

Gently I rub a birch, shaking its branches,
Causing white crumbs to fall into my wake,
And a piece of bark to float down like paper.

I regain myself and continue ripping through the white carpet.

I come upon drifts of white fluS snow,
And plow through, smothering my face.

To the right a small ravine lurches.
I gradually guide myself to the ravine;
I soar offthe left bank.
As I leave the air, I am cushioned,
Both by slope and forgiving snow.

Shortly after, I reach the river.
The course of the river flows naturally through the narrowing ravine;
I am like the river in every movement;
My body srveeps through the riverbed,
Just as the crisp refreshing river does in spring.
Momentarily I experience weightlessness,
And look back to see a small waterfall,
With every molecule frozen in time.
The river is trickling down to a stream,
And the ravine is now a small gully.
I elect to quit the stream and exit left.
I come back into the same woods only for a moment,
And then reach a forest ofevergreens.
The low, thick branches cause narro\ry openings.
The trees come quickly, too quickly,
Two trees with bows branched together catch me.

As I explode through them,
Snow flurries are sent flying.
While coming through the trees the pitch ends,
Where I find myself in an open pasture,

Only do discover that it is a pond.

The snow is slowing down and I see the mountain behind me.

It is my first glance of the mountain.
I am overwhelmed by its gigantic peak.

I am filled with mixed emotions;
My body is still flowing with adrenaline,
But I now know that it is over,
And I have to begin the long hike out.
It seems that my journey was short,
But my burning legs and gasping breath tell me different.
I am disappointed that my descent is over,
But I look forward to my ascent,

Where I can take in more of the natural beauty
From these winter spectacles.

Graham Furlong
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Thief

And time, that thief, goes round and steals from us
all that we dream, one small piece at a time.
So from each dream -- ridiculous, sublime,
he takes abit of faith and love and trust.
Time, this ladron, so come and go he must,
he steals so small -- so from each bell one chime,
such petty theft -- a leaf , a hair -- no crime.
We hardly miss the bits replaced by dust.

But now it's time to mark him on his way,
to celebrate his deft and weightless hand,
to count your losses, smile, be of good cheer,
be thankful for what's left, to sing, to play,
to know thatweratleastrareleft to stand,
smile and wave as he carries off the year.

Doug Currier

Only Contact

The lines and touch ofyour rough skin
are still there when I close my eyes.

I find this ironic that a memory
so small is still so vivid.
And I must have been so innocent
to let your wire-rimmed glasses

and the lock of hair always in the way
get into my head years and crushes later.
You are like a drug that pulses

through my veins, forever needed.

My first love?

I wonder if love
was capable for that gangly child
who is still thinking of you, your
hand's hold engraved in mine
and your face staining my dreams.
I want you to see I am no longer so pure.
Look at me, the little girl has left
with traces of you still on her hands.

zq
Jay McDonald
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L Darklight

Looking for a change,
So little to be in life,
Trying to find some range,
Seeming duller than a knife,
Not looking for commiseration,
Not looking for hate,
Already lost my destination,
About fifteen years late,
Tryrng to question,

While answering,
Concerning a new motion,
While discerning,

Having varied actions,
Eliminating all distractions,
It seems to control my life,
Not having to bear any strife,

It invades my thoughts,
Still not bothered,
*No me gusta el chico en mis zapatos,
pero me gustå el chico en mi cabeza+
I know who I am,
Not caring about rhymes anymore,
Not in this body, or land,
I know what's in store,
Leaving the grave,

Either floating or dropping,
Smoothly on a wave,
Never stopping,
Regaining my mind,
Forgetting the night,
Realizing I have been blind,
Life is the darkest light.
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